
TALKBACK

In the spring of  his one hundred and second year [Redacted]
visited the University of  [Redacted] for a celebration.
He received an honorary doctorate heard various
performances of  his eighty-year oeuvre including
a rendering of  his 1955 composition
[Redacted] by the university symphony.

The conservatory students asked to master [Redacted]’s trademark
metric modulation and hard-as-nails tone rows developed
an unwarranted hatred of  the man and his music.
From them emerged
the hocketted chorus resounding antiphonal:

Sounds like bop-fart-squeak bullshit.
Fuck this. Fuck [Redacted]. Fuck him

and fuck his fucking music.

At the conclusion of  the concert [Redacted] was welcomed
on stage to accept his degree. Oblivious
to this youthful rancor this odious distaste of  charlatans he greeted
in sincere gratitude en route to the podium each orchestral member
he passed with grandfatherly kisses professional appreciation
for the principal players of  each section.

The expression living legend living history living
link oft applied to [Redacted]: at the time
of  his death he had been witness to
[Redacted] gone serial gone Hollywood gone.
[Redacted] recalled to cosmic providence.
100 metronomes clicking [Redacted] in memoriam.

During one of  the many receptions talkback sessions the composer
iterated weariness unmistakeable:
when asked about his education in Paris
under Boulanger the
association with [Redacted] [Redacted] and [Redacted]

in brow-beaten black-bile melancholy
“all my friends are dead.”



AIRPORT PICKUP

So um you
studied composition with [Redacted]?
I can’t even imagine what that was
like. You know I learned the sonata well
tried to learn it it is so damn-ass hard.
I thought about programming Poeme Symphonique
pour 100 Metronomes on a recital but
do you have any idea how hard it is to find one hundred
old-timey metronomes clacking still?
I read somewhere that [Redacted] loved the harpsichord
because it was like a terrifying machine like these layers of  sound
some sort of  device machination
of  that recurring dream he writes about  like you know
the one in his bedroom with the spider-webs thick
so thick and everything’s layered like trapped
in sticky gossamer bondage.
Have you seen the Youtube video of  that harpsichord piece
Continuum where the mime
plays it  and then like shushes the audience
at the end? I love it I posted it on Facebook
though I’m not sure anyone
really appreciated it as much as I.



THE END OF THE SECOND VIENNESE SCHOOL

Curfew time Mittersill
15 September 1945:

Anton Webern dies
at the hands

of  an American
soldier shot

point-blank in the throat
an act

precipitated
by his enjoyment

of  a cigar contraband
the gift of  an eager

if  a tad unsavory
son-in-law

not nine days nine
months and nine years

to the day his peer
pal

Alban Berg expired
from complications

following a regrettable
chance

encounter
with a mosquito.



MUSICOLOGY SURVEY

Arnold Schoenberg painted dreadfully
clumsy strokes not entirely without feeling
though ultimately lacking precision. Often
his coloration rivaled mud an adorable  amateurism.
For a time in the early aughts Gustav
“Papa” Mahler so affectionately called payed
the rent an agreement between the Viennese
musical elite for the righteous transmission
of  a vanguard aesthetic.  I once heard
that he that is Schoenberg lived
somewhere just off  the Ringstrasse next to
maybe above  Adolf  Loos’ American Bar.
Almost certainly not true but still I like the image:
Arnie gathering in the neighborhood bar
his charge Alban and Anton
various Secessionist outliers. They’d huddle
in gilded mirrored interior reading
Ver Sacrum imagining contributor
Hermann Bahr carefree
in wide-striped beachwear.



THE AMERICAN COMPOSER

In patrician circles Charles Ives might be better
known for his contributions to estate planning. He sold
insurance demonstrated a remarkable acumen for the field
though in music school we learned about Ives
the composer under the heading: “American Original.”

Approaching the fin-de-siecle Ives studied composition
at Yale with the formalist Horatio Parker.
The latter’s aesthetic sensibility one espoused
to the “nationalist” idiom  is clearly felt especially
in the first quartet of  the former itself
a pastiche of  hymns and popular songs.

Ives’  avant-garde sensibility evolved over the subsequent
thirty years four symphonies one additional string quartet
songs and various works for chamber ensembles until
or so the story goes Ives succumbed to his temperament
an episode legendary if  dubious apocryphal.

What Ives referred to as “heart attacks” were in truth
nervous reactions psychological rather than physiological
distress named as such likely to protect
the composer’s fragile masculinity himself  neither
equipped nor prepared to describe such “effeminate hysterics.”

It was in the midst of  one such “attack”
that the aforementioned episode

wherein Ives turned to his wife Harmony
spoke anhedonic off-the-cuff: nothing sounds good anymore

occurred. One might however  argue that nothing
sounded good in the first place.

In the end Ives left a tidily prepared inheritance
an augment to his catalogue band music hodgepodged precisely
dovetailed  as if  the Shakers went cubist.


